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TEMPLATE
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OC117HA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR WITH HEADREST

Orthopaedica task armchair with shaped and wider 

contoured plywood back. 

Upholstered outer back shell and upholstered headrest.

Independent mechanism with seat and back locking 

function. Seat depth adjustment.

Inflatable lumbar and thoracic support.

Option of height adjustable arms, fold down arms or 

multifunctional arms.

OC117HA Task chair h/a arms

OC117FDA            Task chair with h/a arms

OC117MFA Task chair m/f arm

OC107HA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Orthopaedica task armchair with shaped and wider 

contoured plywood back. 

Upholstered outer back shell.

Independent mechanism with seat and back locking 

function. Seat depth adjustment.

Inflatable lumbar and thoracic support.

Option of height adjustable arms, fold down arms or 

multifunctional arms. 

OC107HA Task chair h/a arms

OC107FDA            Task chair with h/a arms

OC107MFA Task chair m/f arm

OC97HA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Standard Orthopaedica high back task armchair with 

contoured back and plastic outer shell.

Independent mechanism with seat and back locking 

function. Seat depth adjustment.

Inflatable lumbar and thoracic support.

Option of height adjustable arms, fold down arms or 

multifunctional arms.

OC97HA Task chair h/a arms

OC97FDA              Task chair with h/a arms

OC97MFA Task chair m/f arms

OC97HA OC107HA OC117HA

ORTHOPAEDICA SEATING
Upholstery in X2/Xtreme Plus  Fabric – scroll to end page for full colour charts 
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AIR TECH SEAT & COCCYX CUT OUT

The Air-Tech seat technology allows the lower back 

to be supported and at the same time stimulate 

muscles as the user moves to provide support in the 

optimum sitting position. A simple push of the button 

allows air to flow through the two way valve, this 

enables the seat to adjust to the fit of your natural 

shape and deliver a unique, tailor made seat.

The Coccyx cut out is to reduce pressure on base 

of the lower spine (cut out not shown).

Coccyx cut out Task chair h/a arms

Air tech seat          Task chair with h/a arms

OC307HA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Ultra high back Orthopaedica task armchair with 

shaped and wide contoured plywood back. 

Adjustable headrest. Upholstered outer back shell.

Independent mechanism with seat and back locking 

function. Seat depth adjustment.

Inflatable lumbar and thoracic support.

Option of height adjustable arms, fold down arms or 

multifunctional arms. 

OC307HA Task chair h/a arms

OC307FDA            Task chair with h/a arms

OC307MFA Task chair m/f arm

OC207HA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Medium back Orthopaedica task armchair with 

shaped and wide contoured plywood back. 

Upholstered outer back shell.

Independent mechanism with seat and back locking 

function. Seat depth adjustment.

Inflatable lumbar and thoracic support.

Option of height adjustable arms, fold down arms or 

multifunctional arms. 

OC207HA Task chair h/a arms

OC207FDA            Task chair with h/a arms

OC207MFA Task chair m/f arms

OC207HA OC307HA ADDITIONAL ASSISTS FOR ANY CHAIR

ORTHOPAEDICA SEATING
Upholstery in X2/Xtreme Plus  Fabric – scroll to end page for full colour charts 
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Seating Fabric A  Xtreme Plus
For further information or fabric and / or faux leather colour cards, please contact

Customer Services on 01727 840800 or email us at info@jpa-furniture.com

Please note that colours are shown as accurately as printing processes will allow and may 

vary slightly from the actual fabric.
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For further information or fabric and / or faux leather colour cards, please contact

Customer Services on 01727 840800 or email us at info@jpa-furniture.com

Seating Fabric A  X2 Range

Please note that colours are shown as accurately as printing processes will allow and may 

vary slightly from the actual fabric.
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For further information or fabric and / or faux leather colour cards, please contact

Customer Services on 01727 840800 or email us at info@jpa-furniture.com

Seating Fabric A Mainline Plus

Please note that colours are shown as accurately as printing processes will allow and may 

vary slightly from the actual fabric.
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